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Abstract Many companies in the automotive industry have
adopted model-driven development in their vehicle software development. As a major automotive company, General Motors (GM) has been using a custom-built, domainspecific modeling language, implemented as an internal proprietary metamodel, to meet the modeling needs in its control software development. Since AUTomotive Open System
ARchitecture (AUTOSAR) has been developed as a standard to ease the process of integrating components provided
by different suppliers and manufacturers, there has been a
growing demand to migrate these GM-specific, legacy models to AUTOSAR models. Given that AUTOSAR defines its
own metamodel for various system artifacts in automotive
software development, we explore applying model transformations to address the challenges in migrating GM-specific,
legacy models to their AUTOSAR equivalents. As a case
study, we have built and validated a model transformation
using the MDWorkbench tool, the Atlas Transformation Language, and the Metamodel Coverage Checker tool. This
paper reports on the case study, makes observations based
on our experience to assist in the development of similar
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types of transformations, and provides recommendations for
further research.
Keywords Model-driven development (MDD) · Model
transformations · AUTOSAR · Transformation languages
and tools · Automotive control software · Black-box testing

1 Introduction
Model-driven architecture (MDA) [72] is a standardization
effort led by the Object Management Group (OMG) for
developing systems using platform-independent models. The
application of MDA to software systems is referred to as
model-driven development (MDD) [12]. MDD is a relatively
new software development methodology that uses models as
the central means for software specification and communication.
In MDD, the software development process can be conceptually treated as a sequence of model transformations,
each of which converts an input model conforming to a
source metamodel into an output model conforming to a target metamodel. For example, transformations can be used
in MDD to transform abstract models into detailed models
(and eventually into deployable code) and to refactor models. Thus, model transformations form a vital part of MDD.
Model transformations are implemented using a model transformation language, which can be declarative, imperative, or
hybrid. While a declarative language or language construct
typically yields a simpler and more compact specification,
an imperative language or language construct is more likely
to be capable of specifying complex transformations [46].
As one of the early MDD adopters in industry, General
Motors (GM) has created a domain-specific modeling language, implemented as an internal proprietary metamodel,
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for vehicle control software (VCS) development. The metamodel defines modeling constructs for vehicle control software development, including physical nodes on which software is deployed and execution frames. VCS models conforming to this internal, proprietary metamodel have been
used in several vehicle production domains at GM, such as
body control, access control, and monitoring.
Recently, the AUTomotive Open System ARchitecture
(AUTOSAR) [6] has been developed as an industry standard to facilitate integration of software components from
different manufacturers and suppliers. AUTOSAR defines
its own metamodel with a well-defined layered architecture and interfaces and aims at exchangeability and interoperability among components from different suppliers and
manufacturers. Since converging to AUTOSAR is a strategic
direction for future modeling activities, transforming GMspecific legacy models to their equivalent AUTOSAR models becomes essential. Model transformation is considered
as a key enabling technology to achieve this convergence
objective.
Despite the existence of studies in industry adoption of
MDD [5,25,55,75], no model transformation is reported to
have migrated legacy models in the automotive industry. To
increase our understanding and test the practicality of using
transformations for migrating legacy models in an industrial
environment, we have developed and validated a transformation from a subset of GM-specific legacy models to their
equivalent AUTOSAR models with assistance of a commercial model transformation tool and a black-box testing
tool.
This paper is an extended version of a study that we previously conducted [70]. In addition to discussing the transformation problem demonstrated in [70], we further validate the
transformation in this paper using an existing black-box testing tool, the Metamodel Coverage Checker (MMCC) [45].
We report on the testing results and on the practicality of
using such testing tools to validate industrial transformations.
Fig. 1 V -diagram for the VCS
development process
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In summary, we found no bugs in the transformation, but we
discuss a few issues that require attention to facilitate industrial transformation testing such as automating the stages of
transformation testing.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses the process context in which our transformation is
implemented. Section 3 describes the source and target metamodels of the transformation. Section 4 details the transformation development, including its rules specification, implementation, and validation. Section 5 discusses our experiences and issues that require further research. Section 6 summarizes related work. The paper is concluded in Sect. 7 with
a summary and future work.

2 VCS development, models, and model transformations
Applying model transformation requires understanding of
the development process, which provides a context for the
target transformation. For vehicle control software (VCS)
development, the relevant process artifacts include design
stages and activities, and the input and output models of each
stage.
2.1 Typical VCS development process and models
The VCS development process is typically described as
a V -diagram [63], shown in Fig. 1. In this process, the
stages on the left-hand side of the V -diagram are activities related to design and implementation, and the stages of
the right-hand are activities related to integration and validation. The design starts from system requirements models, which are decomposed into hardware and software subsystem requirements models. The subsystem requirements
models then are assigned to engineering groups or external organizations for refinement into design models and then
implemented by hardware and software components. These
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Fig. 2 The subset of the GM
metamodel used in our
transformation

implemented components are integrated into electronic control units (ECUs), configured for a designated vehicle product. The components are then tested and validated at various
levels against their corresponding models on the same level
on the left-hand side of the V -diagram.
Different types of models are used and generated in the
process, including control models and hardware architecture
models. The models use different formalisms: control models use differential equations and timing-variation functions,
and hardware architecture models use annotated block diagrams. Selected modeling tools (e.g., Simulink, Rhapsody)
and languages (e.g., UML, AADL) are used for modeling.
2.2 Model transformation types in the VCS development
process
Given the model types used in the VCS development process,
the transformations manipulating these models can be classified into two categories:
– Horizontal transformations Horizontal transformations
manipulate models at the same abstraction level [54].
Examples include the transformation of a state machine
in Matlab Stateflow into a UML 2 state machine. Such
transformations are normally used to verify integration
when subsystems/components are composed to realize a
system function. The modeling languages for the source
and target models may have different syntax, but must
share similar, or overlap in, semantics.
– Vertical transformations Vertical transformations manipulate models at different abstraction levels [54]. Examples
include generation of a deployment model from software
and hardware architecture models. Vertical transformations are usually more complex than horizontal transformations due to the different semantics of the source and
target models.

3 Source and target metamodels
In this study, our models are those generated and used at
the software subsystem design stage in the VCS development process. The source metamodel is an internal, proprietary metamodel to GM which we will refer to as the GM
metamodel. The target metamodel is the AUTOSAR System
Template, version 3.1.5 [7]. To simplify the exercise with-

out losing generality, a subset of the GM metamodel and
the AUTOSAR metamodel is manipulated in the transformation. Specifically, we focus on the modeling elements related
to the software components deployment and interactions, as
discussed below.
3.1 The GM metamodel
Figure 2 illustrates the meta-types in the GM metamodel1 that
represent the physical nodes, deployed software components
and their interactions.
The PhysicalNode type specifies a physical node on which
software is deployed. A PhysicalNode may contain multiple
Partition instances, each of which defines a processing unit
or a memory partition in a PhysicalNode on which software
is deployed. Multiple Module instances can be deployed on a
single Partition. The Module type defines the atomic deployable, reusable element in a product line and can contain multiple ExecFrame instances. The ExecFrame type, i.e., an execution frame, models the basic unit for software scheduling.
It contains behavior-encapsulating entities and is responsible
for managing services provided or required by the behaviorencapsulating entities. Each ExecFrame may provide and/or
require Service instances, which model the services provided
or required by the ExecFrame.
3.2 The AUTOSAR metamodel
The AUTOSAR metamodel is defined as a set of templates,
each of which is a collection of classes, attributes, and relations used to specify an AUTOSAR artifact such as software components and ports. Among the defined templates,
the System template [7] is used to capture the configuration
of a system or an electronic control unit (ECU). An ECU is a
physical unit on which software is deployed. When used for
the configuration of an ECU, the template is referred to as
the ECU Extract. Figure 3 shows the metatypes in the ECU
Extract that capture software deployment on an ECU. Our
transformation manipulates AUTOSAR version 3.1.5.
The ECU extract is modeled using the System type
that aggregates SoftwareComposition and SystemMapping
elements. The SoftwareComposition type points to the
1

The metamodel has been altered for reasons of confidentiality. However, the relevant aspects required for the purpose of this paper have all
been preserved.
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Fig. 3 The AUTOSAR System Template containing relevant types used by our transformation

CompositionType type which eliminates any nested software
components in a SoftwareComposition instance. The SoftwareComposition type models the architecture of the software components deployed on an ECU, the ports of these
software components, and the ports connectors. Each software component is modeled using a ComponentPrototype,
which defines the structure and attributes of a software component; each port is modeled using a PortPrototype, i.e., a
PPortPrototypeor a RPortPrototype for providing or requiring data and services; each connector is modeled using a
ConnectorPrototype. Each ComponentPrototype must have
a type that refers to its container CompositionType.
The SystemMapping type binds the software components to ECUs and the data elements to signals and frames.
The SystemMapping type aggregates the SwcToEcuMapping
type, which assigns SwcToEcuMapping_components to an
EcuInstance. SwcToEcuMapping_components in turn refer
to ComponentPrototype elements. According to AUTOSAR,
only one SwcToEcuMapping should be created for each
processing unit or memory partition in an ECU.

4 GM-to-AUTOSAR model transformation
In this case study, we implement a GM-to-AUTOSAR model
transformation to demonstrate the practicality of adopting
transformations in the automotive industry. First, we rationalize our choice of the model transformation tool and language.
Accordingly, we summarize the pragmatics of the chosen language. We then demonstrate the transformation rules needed
to map between the two metamodels which were defined
in consultation with domain experts. Finally, we discuss the
transformation implementation and validation.
Our transformation takes three inputs: the source GM
metamodel, the target AUTOSAR system template, and an
input GM model. The output of the transformation is an
AUTOSAR model.
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4.1 Selecting model transformation tool and language
A model transformation language is usually integrated as part
of a modeling integrated development environment (IDE).
Hence, the choice of a transformation language is tightly coupled with the choice of the supporting IDE. It is desired that
the selected tool has strong commercial support. Several tools
and their accompanying languages have been considered as
candidates for implementing the transformation. The considered tools include IBM Rational Asset Manager (RAM) [41],
the RulesComposer add-on for IBM Rhapsody [42], and
MDWorkbench [71]. Although several other tools exist, GM
was interested in using one of the former three tools due
to the availability of their licenses (and thus, their technical
support).
After investigating the candidate tools, we concluded that
IBM RAM and Rules Composer are not suitable for this
transformation. RAM is a repository-based tool that offers
Java APIs to query assets and to create relationships between
repository assets. Assets are a group of artifacts that solve a
specific problem. So if a model is stored as an asset, the
APIs can manipulate only the model as a whole, not the individual modeling elements. As fine-grained manipulations
are essential for mapping between individual modeling elements and implementing our transformation, the transformation support provided by RAM is not sufficient. RulesComposer is a rule-based, model-to-text generator. With
RulesComposer, rules are specified as templates composed
of static text and placeholders. When executed, the static
text is copied into the output file, and the placeholders are
extracted from the input models. Since models are essentially XMI files typed by a metamodel, the transformation
from GM models to AUTOSAR models can be viewed as a
model-to-text transformation from GM models to XMI files
conforming to the AUTOSAR metamodel that can be implemented by RulesComposer. When using RulesComposer to
implement a model-to-model transformation, the developer
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needs to specify two aspects in a rule template: the mappings between the source and target metamodels (specified
in the placeholders); the static text to be placed in the output XMI file (i.e., XMI headers and the opening and closing
tags). Further, the developer needs to ensure that the static
text and placeholders in the rule template collectively generate well-formed XMI files. On the other hand, when using
a model-to-model transformation engine, the static text (i.e.,
XMI headers, and the opening and closing tags) are automatically added by the transformation engine and the developer
only needs to specify the mappings between the source and
target metamodels. Thus, implementing the transformation
in RulesComposer (or any other model-to-text transformation engine) is time consuming and error prone. Moreover,
the rule templates can be very verbose and thus difficult to
maintain.
MDWorkbench is an Eclipse-based tool for developing
model-to-model transformations. MDWorkbench uses the
Atlas Transformation Language (ATL) [30,46] or the Model
Query Language (MQL) [71] for specifying model transformations. ATL has declarative and imperative constructs,
while MQL has imperative constructs only. MDWorkbench
can manipulate models conforming to the metamodels registered in the tool (e.g., AUTOSAR) using rules defined in
ATL and MQL. MDWorkbench also provides connectors to
different modeling tools. Thus, we choose MDWorkbench to
implement the model transformation. To define the transformation rules, ATL was chosen as the transformation language
rather than MQL because ATL provides more flexibility to
mix-and-match declarative and imperative constructs in the
same rule definition.
4.2 ATL pragmatics
The ATL manual [30] and the ATL Zoo [29] are helpful
resources when learning ATL. However, since some information is a bit spread out, we found it helpful to summarize
ATLs main elements and their use.
In ATL, a model transformation is defined as a set of
rules and helpers. Rules specify the creation of output model
elements. Helpers are used to modularize a transformation.
ATL defines four types of rules and two types of declarative
helpers.
Rule types The four types of rules are matched rules,
lazy rules, unique lazy rules, and called rules. A matched
rule specifies the source pattern to match in the input model
and the corresponding target pattern to create in the output
model. Matched rules are automatically executed once for
each matching pattern. A lazy rule is executed only when
called and can be called multiple times for the same matching
pattern. A unique lazy rule is executed only when called and
can be called at most once for any matching pattern. A called
rule is a parameterized rule that is executed only when called

and creates a target pattern without matching any source patterns. All rule types have an optional imperative code block
that can be used to specify complicated functionality.
Matched rules are suitable for automatic detection of all
matching patterns in the input model and creation of their
corresponding target patterns. Lazy rules and unique lazy
rules are suitable for selective pattern matching, with consideration of the number of times these rules should be run.
Called rules are suitable for creating output model elements
that do not match any input model elements.
Helper types The two types of helpers are functional
helpers and attribute helpers. A functional helper is a parametric function and is evaluated each time it is invoked. An
attribute helper is a nonparametric function and is evaluated
only the first time it is invoked. Thus, an attribute helper is
more efficient to implement a nonparametric functionality.
Otherwise, a functional helper can implement a parametric
functionality.
Model transformation specification Similarly to source
transformation languages, there are two approaches to specifying transformations in ATL: specifying the transformation
as one large rule, or modularizing the transformation using
smaller rules and helpers. As in any other transformation language, the two approaches present trade-offs between ease of
implementation and efficiency. Building one large rule makes
all variables accessible throughout the transformation, so the
developer need not worry about the ordering of rules in the
transformation specification. However, this approach makes
the transformation difficult to maintain and less readable.
Modularizing the transformation makes the transformation
easier to debug and maintain. However, the developer has to
ensure that the rules are specified in an order consistent with
the dependencies among rules.
4.3 Model transformation design and development
Our transformation rules were defined to realize the required
mappings between the input and output metamodels. The
rules were crafted in consultation with domain experts at
GM, which was a time-consuming process. For reasons of
confidentiality, we present a simplified version of the actual
transformation rules defined.
Let M be the input GM model and M  be the to-begenerated output AUTOSAR model. The transformation
rules are defined as follows:
1. For every element physNode of the PhysicalNode type in
M, generate an element sys of the System type, an element
swcompos of the SoftwareComposition type, a containment relation (sys, swcompos), an element composType
of the CompositionType type, a relation (swcompos, composType), an element sysmap of the SystemMapping
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2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

type, a containment relation (sys, sysmap) and an element ecuInst of the EcuInstance type in M  ;
For every element partition of the Partition type in
M, generate an element swc2ecumap of the SwcToEcuMapping type and a containment relation (sysmap,
swc2ecumap) in M  ;
For every containment relation (physNode, partition) in
M, generate a relation (swc2ecumap, ecuInst) in M  ;
For every element mod of the Module type in M,
generate an element swc_comp of the SwcToEcuMapping_component type that refers to an element comp of
the ComponentPrototype type in M  ;
For every containment relation (partition, mod) in M,
generate a containment relation (composType, comp),
a type relation (comp, composType), and a relation
(sw2ecumap, comp) in M  ;
For every relation (exframe, svc) of the provided type
between a exframe element of the ExecFrame type and
a svc element of the Service type with a containment
relation (mod, exframe), generate a pPort element of the
PPortPrototype type and a containment relation (composType, pPort) in M  ;
For every relation (exframe, svc) of the required type
between a exframe element of the ExecFrame type and
a svc element of the Service type with a containment
relation (mod, exframe), generate a rPort element of the
RPortPrototype type and a containment relation (composType, rPort) in M  .

We use the example in Fig. 4 to demonstrate the required
transformation. Figure 4a shows a sample model from the
automotive industry that captures the BodyControl controller.
Partitions running on BodyControl include SituationManagement and HumanMachineInterface. Other possible Partitions (not shown) include climate control, vehicle motion
control, and human interface. Each Partition may have portions on multiple controllers, other than BodyControl. Partitions may contain multiple Modules. For example, SituationManagement contains AdaptiveCruiseControl and may
also contain stop-and-go, parking assistant, blind spot detection, and warning. HumanMachineInteraction contains display and may also contain chimp control and horn. Each Module runs multiple ExecFrames at the same or different rates.
AdaptiveCruiseControl contains ComputeDesiredSpeed and
may also contain readACCSet and vehicleSpeedSensing.
Display contains DisplaySetSpeed. ExecFrames invoke Services for variable updates. One ExecFrame element, SetACCDesiredSpeed, provides a Service that is required by
the other ExecFrame element, GetACCDesiredSpeed. The
expected output AUTOSAR model based on the abovementioned rules is shown in Fig. 4b. The PhysicalNode element is mapped to an EcuInstance element, a System element, a SystemMapping element, a SoftwareComposition
element, and a CompositionType element (Rule 1). The Partition elements are mapped to the SwcToEcuMapping elements
(Rule 2), each of which has an association with the generated EcuInstance element (Rule 3). The Module elements are

Fig. 4 a Sample GM input model and b its corresponding AUTOSAR output model
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mapped to the ComponentPrototype elements aggregated by
a CompositionType element (Rules 4–5). The ComponentPrototype elements point to their container CompositionType
element as their type (Rule 5). Further, the ComponentPrototype elements are referred to by their corresponding SwcToEcuMapping elements (Rule 5). The ExecFrame element
aggregating a provided Service is mapped to a PPortPrototype element and is aggregated by the CompositionType
element (Rule 6). The other ExecFrame element is mapped
similarly (Rule 7).
The development of the model transformation follows an
iterative, incremental process. First, a simple GM model
is created using the MDWorkbench model editor. Then, a
transformation is implemented to transform the input GM
model into an equivalent output AUTOSAR model. The output AUTOSAR model is then manually checked to ensure
that the transformation performed the required mapping. If
the output model is correct, the process is repeated with additional metatypes in the input model and additional rules in
the transformation to process these metatypes. If the output
model contains errors, the transformation is analyzed, and
any erroneous rules or functions are fixed. Validating transformations iteratively after each addition to the transformation’s implementation makes locating and fixing bugs easier.

Both the GM and the AUTOSAR metamodels are hierarchical and contain many relationships between model elements.
To process models conforming to such complex metamodels, ATL provides flexibility of using both declarative and
imperative constructs to implement complex transformation
rules. Moreover, since the output AUTOSAR models can
have many relationships among model elements, decisions
on where an element should be created in the transformation
such that it will be accessible for the downstream transformation are required. One such example is the relation between
the SoftwareComposition element and the ComponentPrototype element. As discussed in Sect. 4.2, the transformation can be either specified as one rule or modularized as
a sequence of rules. Although modularization requires that
the order of the rules be consistent with their dependencies, ATL mitigates this downside of modularization through
the resolveTemp function. The resolveTemp function
allows a rule to reference the elements that are yet to be generated by other rules at runtime regardless of their order of
specification. However, using the resolveTemp function
makes the transformation less readable and difficult to debug,
so the function should be used only when necessary.

4.4 The model transformation implementation using ATL

After implementing the transformation, we used model transformation testing [69] to validate the correctness of the transformation. Testing executes a model transformation on input
test models or a test suite and validates that the generated,
actual output model or code matches the expected output
model or code [38]. The test suite is built by defining test
adequacy criteria and building a test suite that achieves coverage of the adequacy criteria [69]. In general, defining test
adequacy criteria, and hence testing, can follow a black-box
or a white-box approach. Black-box testing assumes that the
implementation of the transformation of interest is a blackbox and builds a test suite based on the specification of the
transformation (i.e., source metamodel or contracts). On the
other hand, white-box testing assumes that the implementation of the transformation of interest is available and builds a
test suite based on the implementation of the transformation.
For our study, we used black-box testing to validate
our transformation. More specifically, we used the MMCC
tool [45] to facilitate black-box testing. MMCC was imple-

The GM-to-AUTOSAR transformation contains two ATL
matched rules (Table 1) and 9 functional helpers (Table 2)
implementing the 7 rules in Sect. 4.3. We also define 6
attribute helpers to access the model attribute values. We
described the rules and helpers in more details in [70]. The
relationships between the outputs of the two matched rules
are built using the ATL predefined function resolveTemp
which connects the ComponentPrototype elements created
by the createComponent matched rule to the CompositionType element created by the initSysTemp matched
rule.
4.4.1 Observations on implementing the model
transformation using ATL
Implementing the transformation revealed some insights on
using MDWorkbench and ATL in industrial applications.

4.5 Validation of the model transformation

Table 1 Matched rules, their corresponding rules from Sect. 4.3, and their functionality
Matched rule

Corresponding rules:
Sect. 4.3

Functionality

createComponent 4–5

Maps a Module to a SwcToEcuMapping_component, and a ComponentPrototype

initSysTemplate 1

Maps a PhysicalNode to a System, a SystemMapping, a SoftwareComposition, and a
CompositionType
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Table 2 Functional helpers,
their corresponding rules from
Sect. 4.3, and their functionality

Functional helper

Corresponding Functionality
rules: Sect. 4.3

initEcuInst

1

createSwc2EcuMappings

2–3

initSingleSwc2EcuMapping

2–3

addComponents

5

getAllPPortsInEcu

6

createPPort

6

getAllRPortsInEcu

7

createRPort

7

getAllSWCinEcu

5

mented in Kermeta [44] as part of a study by Fleurey
et al. [32]. MMCC guides the user in building a test suite
based on a predefined test adequacy criterion and a source
metamodel.
We used testing over formal validation techniques (e.g.,
theorem proving or model checking) for several reasons.
First, unlike formal validation techniques that use a formalization such as Maude, testing does not require that the user
has a thorough knowledge of the formalization. Second, testing has the advantage of uncovering bugs while maintaining
a low computational complexity [37]. Finally, formal validation of ATL transformations is a topic of ongoing research.
Several studies addressed such problems by reimplementing
their transformations in other formalizations such as Petri
Nets [62] and Maude [23] to use their accompanying validation techniques [17,49,64,76]. Reimplementing industrialsize transformations in a different formalization can be infeasible due to time and money constraints. Thus, we had to use
a validation technique and tool that can process ATL transformations. MMCC is one of the few publically available
tools that can validate transformations in any formalization
(including ATL) since it is a black-box testing tool (i.e., transformation language independent). We are currently conducting another case study to evaluate our GM-to-AUTOSAR
transformation using a prototype developed by Büttner
et al. [21] for validating specifically ATL transformations.

Initializes an EcuInstance using the name of a
PhysicalNode as an input
Creates Swc2EcuMappings for all Partitions in the
input model
Initializes a SwcToEcuMapping using an
EcuInstance and a Partition as inputs
Creates the relation between a SwcToEcuMapping
and its ComponentPrototypes
Creates a PPortPrototype for any ExecFrame that
has at least one provided Service
Initializes one PPortPrototype
Creates a RPortPrototype for any ExecFrame that
has at least one required Service
Initializes one RPortPrototype
Creates the containment relation between
CompositionTypes and ComponentPrototypes

– Integer attribute values and multiplicity values are partitioned into three ranges: {0}, {1}, and {>1}.
– String attribute values are partitioned into two ranges:
{“”} and {“+”} (i.e., an empty string and a non-empty
string).
– Boolean attribute values are partitioned into two ranges:
{true} and {false}.
We updated MMCC to generate partitions for attributes that
are of types other than integer, string, or boolean. For example, float attributes were partitioned into three ranges: {0},
{(0,1]}, and {>1}.
Using the generated partitions and the specified adequacy
criterion, MMCC generates object fragments and model fragments. An object fragment is a template for a class object that
specifies constraints on the values of the attributes and multiplicities of objects from the corresponding class. A model
fragment is a template for an input test model that contains
one or more object fragments. A model fragment is satisfied
by a test model if the objects in the test model satisfy the
object fragments in the model fragment.
In the second phase, the user specifies the location of a test
suite and MMCC evaluates the test suite by identifying how
many model fragments generated in the first phase were satisfied by the test suite. MMCC further generates a summary
of the missing model fragments in the test suite to guide the
user in building additional test models.

4.5.1 Metamodel Coverage Checker (MMCC)
4.5.2 Validation results
Metamodel Coverage Checker runs on two phases. In the
first phase, the user specifies the source metamodel and an
adequacy criterion as inputs. In this phase, MMCC uses
category-partitioning [61] to partition the values of multiplicities and attributes of type integer, string, or boolean into
ranges as follows:
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For the first phase, we specified two inputs to run MMCC:
the GM metamodel and the AllPartitions criterion. The AllPartitions criterion is a criterion implemented in MMCC and
mandates that values from all ranges of each property or multiplicity partition should be represented simultaneously in the
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same model fragment. For example, for an integer attribute,
one model fragment mandates that the attribute should have
values from the three integer ranges ({0}, {1}, and {>1}) in
a single input model. In this phase, MMCC generated 196
partitions for 196 different attributes and multiplicities values. Accordingly, 196 model fragments were generated for
the AllPartitions criterion.
Besides the AllPartitions criterion, the AllRanges criterion was also implemented in MMCC. The AllRanges criterion mandates that values from each range of each property
or multiplicity partition should be represented in a model
fragment. We used the AllPartitions criterion instead of the
AllRanges criterion since it subsumes the AllRanges criterion, i.e., a test suite that satisfies the AllPartitions criterion
also satisfies the AllRanges criterion, but the inverse is not
true.
We did not run the second phase of MMCC since we
started off with an empty test suite. Thus, we need to build a
test suite with models that satisfy the 196 model fragments.
Having 196 model fragments implies that the test suite can
contain at most 196 models to satisfy the AllPartitions criterion. However, one model can cover more than one model
fragment at a time. Thus, we manually built a test suite of
100 test models to cover the 196 model fragments.
Our model transformation was executed using the generated test suite. For each test model in the test suite, the corresponding output model was verified by manually checking
whether the output AUTOSAR model is a valid equivalent
of the input GM model. The transformation was found to
produce the expected output models for the 100 input test
models.
Actual GM models were not used for validation since
many of the actual GM models did not conform to the
GM metamodel. They were built using IBM Rational Rhapsody [42] which allows building models without mandating
that these models be valid instances of a specific metamodel
(i.e., Rhapsody does not check conformance of the GM models to the GM metamodel). Since migrating to AUTOSAR is
unavoidable for GM, this migration can be done in two ways.
The first alternative is to manually build the AUTOSAR
equivalents of all the models to be migrated. The major drawback of this alternative is that different engineers may have
different understandings of AUTOSAR and the migration
may be inconsistent for different models. The second alternative is to update the GM models to ensure that they conform
to the GM metamodel and then using our transformation to
migrate all GM models (conforming to the GM metamodel)
to their AUTOSAR equivalents in an automated, consistent
way. The second alternative is easier to adopt since changing the GM models to conform to the GM metamodel can, in
many cases, involve minor changes (e.g., updating an association, adding an attribute name) which is much simpler than
building AUTOSAR models from scratch (as in the first alter-

native) and ensuring that they convey the intended meaning.
Thus, to safely adopt the second alternative, we conducted
several meetings with GM domain experts to ensure that we
implemented the correct mapping between the two metamodels and we validated the implemented transformation using
black-box testing.

5 Discussion
Based on our experiences with the GM-to-AUTOSAR transformation, we present some open issues requiring further
investigation for successful adoption of model transformations in the automotive industry. Recommendations for future
MDD tool and language development are also discussed.
5.1 Interoperability of MDD tools
5.1.1 Observations
One of the major challenges encountered in our study was the
lack of interoperability between commercial tools in supporting implementation of model transformations. According to
our evaluation of the languages for model transformation
implementation, ATL seemed to be an appropriate choice.
However, specifying the model transformation rules between
the two metamodels using ATL was not straightforward due
to the formats of these metamodels. ATL can only be used
to create model transformations that manipulate MOF [60]
or Ecore [31,73] metamodels, which the GM metamodel in
Rhapsody native format is not compatible with. Such incompatibility between the format required by ATL and the format
of the GM metamodel required the conversion of the GM
metamodel to a compatible format.
To do so, the MDWorkbench tool suite provides a Rhapsody connector that allows importing the GM metamodel
into MDWorkbench and converting it to Ecore format. To
avoid dual licensing from two different vendors2 with such
an approach, we addressed the problem using XMI. An Ecore
metamodel is essentially an XMI file. Rhapsody provides an
XMI toolkit to export Rhapsody models and metamodels
to XMI files. Thus, we exported the GM Rhapsody metamodel using the XMI toolkit. However, the generated XMI
file does not conform to the Ecore meta-metamodel. To create an Ecore version accessible to MDWorkbench, we import
the XMI into RulesComposer as a metamodel, which creates an Ecore version of the metamodel and an Eclipse plugin project. Exporting the project from RulesComposer to
2

The Rhapsody connector provided by MDWorkbench requires a combined license from both Sodius (providers of MDWorkbench) and IBM
(providers of Rhapsody).
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MDWorkbench as a plugin generates a registered GM Ecore
metamodel.
5.1.2 Other proposed solutions in the literature
In addition to our solution, there are other solutions to the
interoperability problem. Blanc et al. [16] decomposed the
interoperability problem into two concerns: ensuring the
compatibility of the model formats exchanged between different tools, and defining an exchange mechanism that can
be realized at run-time. Their study proposed the Model Bus
architecture to address these two concerns. In terms of the
two interoperability concerns identified in their study, the
interoperability problems that we encountered and proposed
solutions for are related to the compatibility of the exchanged
model formats. Bruneliére et al. [20] and Beźivin et al. [13]
proposed implementing model transformations or bridges
between tools manipulating models that conform to different metamodels. Kolovos et al. [48] proposed a framework
that supports composing model management tasks with software development tasks in coherent workflows. Other studies defined frameworks, standards, or guidelines to facilitate interoperability between different tools. For example,
projects such as the iFEST project [43] and the CESAR
project [22] proposed different frameworks and standards
that can be adopted by the industry for the development of
embedded systems. To the same end, Broy et al. [19] discussed the ingredients required to achieve seamless integration between isolated tools. The study also justified why such
a solution has not been implemented so far and the steps
required to get closer to building an environment that allows
easy integration of different tools and languages.
5.1.3 Future requirements
While a few solutions to the interoperability problem have
been implemented in some IDEs, they are not fully automated in practical applications. This can be addressed by
using the work done by the iFEST project [43], the CESAR
project [22], and Broy et al. [19] as a guide for realizing
frameworks that support automated integration between different tools.
5.2 Optimization in model transformations
5.2.1 Observations
Our implemented transformation mapped GM models representing a deployment of the software components on physical
nodes to their equivalent AUTOSAR models. The transformation exercised one rigid mapping between elements of the
two metamodels and generated an AUTOSAR output model
reflecting the deployment configuration. From the deploy-
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ment perspective, there are other design options we have not
explored that may yield a more desirable deployment in the
output AUTOSAR model with respect to some utility function.
5.2.2 Other proposed solutions in the literature
Solutions exist to support optimization during the model
transformation. For example, Schätz et al. [67] proposed
a formalized approach to explore the design space using
rule-based model transformations. The study argued that
system development is a series of constrained design steps
that successively refine a model. Instances of intermediate
models were represented using a relational formalization,
and transformation rules were represented using predicates.
The approach was applied in an automotive-industrial context for implementing a transformation that maps components to units and communication channels to buses. The
study argued that the efficiency of the design space exploration approach can be improved. Drago et al. [28] proposed the QVT-Rational framework that explores different
design options which optimize predefined quality metrics.
First, a domain expert specifies the metamodels to be manipulated, the quality metrics of interest, the quality-prediction
tool chain and the method for design feedback generation.
Then, a designer specifies desirable values for quality metrics
and asks QVT-Rational for different design solutions. The
study concluded that QVT-Rational is inefficient for interactive development and cannot guarantee generating an optimal
solution for large design spaces.
5.2.3 Future requirements
Future model transformation tools that target industry use
need to support scalable design space exploration to aid
developers in exploring design options that optimize functional or non-functional requirements of the generated model.
5.3 Dealing with semantic differences between metamodels
5.3.1 Observations
Identifying which elements of the target metamodel best represent a given element in the source metamodel can be a very
difficult task. Reasons include the following: (1) the precise
semantics of a metamodel may not have been documented
sufficiently and only be fully known to metamodel developers themselves; consultation of these developers may be time
consuming and error prone or even impossible. (2) The lack
of analysis support in metamodel construction and evolution
often means that the metamodels contain redundancies or
inconsistencies. (3) The mapping of source to target elements
is very dependent on the context and purpose of the trans-
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formation, because they determine to what extent aspects of
the semantics of model elements can be removed (to, e.g.,
facilitate a model analysis), or need to be preserved (e.g., for
model refactorings) or refined (e.g., for code generation).

tion. The generation of redundant model fragments and the
possibility of the test suite not triggering all the rules in the
transformation are due to the nature of black-box testing in
general; test cases are generated independent of the model
transformation implementation.

5.3.2 Other proposed solutions in the literature
5.4.2 Other proposed solutions in the literature
Several studies discussed dealing with semantic differences
between metamodels by supporting mapping between the
metamodels. Kent and Smith [47] proposed a set of requirements needed in mapping functions (e.g., supporting bidirectional mappings) and tools (e.g., supporting consistency
checking of mappings) that are intended to map between
different metamodels. Hausmann [39] proposed extending
a metamodeling language with additional declarative constructs to express mappings between metamodels. Thus, the
language can be used to build metamodels and formally
define metamodel mappings while abstracting from transformation direction and platform-specific implementations.
Claypool et al. [24] proposed an architecture for a model
management system in which mappings between metamodels are captured as models to facilitate tooling and automated mapping between instance models. Maskeri et al. [52]
proposed abstracting or stamping-out metamodels into their
composite software patterns (e.g., multiple inheritance patterns or allowed reference patterns) and defining mappings
between the patterns. Thus, the mappings can be reused later
on between models conforming to the stamped-out metamodels.
5.3.3 Future requirements
The reviewed studies focused on developing metamodeling
techniques and tools that allow defining mappings when
defining the metamodels. Little attention has been given
to investigating techniques and tools that support mapping
between existent metamodels. To facilitate transformation
development, techniques to (1) document the semantics of
elements during metamodel construction, (2) find and suggest mappings between metamodels using similarity matching or learning [51,58], and (3) validate transformations via
testing and analysis are of high interest.
5.4 Validating model transformations

More rigorous validation techniques and tools are desirable, especially for safety-critical systems. Formal verification techniques are an active research topic [68] and are
not entirely mature yet as discussed in Sect. 4.5. These techniques use formalizations (e.g., graph rewriting systems [65],
Petri Nets [62], Maude[23]) to represent transformations
and analyze them using analysis specific to those formalizations, e.g., [2,11,17,49,57,64,76]. However, formal verification techniques tend to be computationally expensive
and not necessarily scalable [37] and techniques and tools
are needed that can handle industrial-size transformations
and input models with reasonable resources and time. Further, many of the formal verification techniques developed
so far mandate that the user has a strong mathematical background and hence are not easy to use by all developers or
testers. Rivera et al. [64] addressed this issue by using graph
rewriting systems [65] as a front-end to a tool that analyzes
transformations using Maude. Maude [23] is a language that
supports Membership Equational Logic (MEL) [18] and has
strong support for analysis techniques. The study used graph
rewriting systems as a front-end since a graphical representation of a transformation is more intuitive than a textual one.
Thus, the study takes advantage of the Maude analysis techniques while making the tool easy to use by developers and
testers.
5.4.3 Future requirements
Metamodel Coverage Checker helped provide a systematic
way to generate a test suite, but the actual generation and
execution of the test models was performed manually and
hence was time consuming and error prone. For testing to
scale up to industrial-size transformations and models, it is
desirable to increase the level of automation in generating the
test suite, executing the transformation of interest using the
test suite, and evaluating the results of executing the model
transformation (e.g., using model differencing).

5.4.1 Observations
5.5 Model transformation scalability
As explained in Sect. 4.5, we used a black-box testing
tool to facilitate the validation of our model transformation.
After manually examining the model fragments generated by
MMCC and the corresponding test models built to satisfy the
model fragments, we found that only 45 model fragments out
of the 196 actually trigger any rule in our model transforma-

5.5.1 Observations
As discussed in Sect. 4.5.2, actual GM models were not used
for validation due to their non-conformance to the GM metamodel. Thus, no scalability study was conducted to ensure
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that the proposed approach scales when used to migrate
actual GM models are naturally bigger and more complicated than the models we used to test our transformation
(discussed in Sect. 4.5.2).
5.5.2 Other proposed solutions in the literature
A few studies reasoned about the scalability of ATL transformations. As discussed in Sect. 6.1, Biehl and Törngren [15]
conducted a case study on an automotive brake-by-wire system to demonstrate how transformations in ATL and Tiger
EMF can be used to model design decisions. The approach
was found to be feasible although no detailed results were
demonstrated. Aziz [8] conducted an exploratory case study
at Ericsson to investigate three model transformation technologies (ATL, IBM TF, and Acceleo). The case study
involved interacting with personnel to verify the quality of
the three transformation technologies. ATL was found to be
the most scalable transformation technology. Syriani [74]
claimed that hybrid model transformation paradigms, such
as ATL, scale better than graph transformation languages.
5.5.3 Future requirements
Based on the above-mentioned studies, we expect that
extending our ATL transformation to cover the full scope
of the GM metamodel will scale when exercised on actual
GM models. Nevertheless, we still need to conduct a scalability study once the GM models are updated to conform to the
GM metamodel (as described in Sect. 4.5.2). Further, more
empirical studies are needed to quantitatively compare different transformation paradigms in terms of different properties
(e.g., scalability) [14]. While Gardner et al. [35] gave an initial comparison of the scalability of different transformation
paradigms, not all transformation paradigms were covered
(e.g., graph transformations) and no case studies were conducted to provide a quantitative evaluation of properties such
as scalability.

6 Related work
We survey studies that investigate using transformations in
industry for different purposes and studies that validate transformations used in an industrial context. Then, we discuss
how our study is different from the surveyed ones.
6.1 Model transformations in industry
Research studies on adopting MDD in industry have been
published [5,25,55,75], but only a few investigated the adoption of model transformations in the industry for different
purposes.
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Transformations have been used in industry to facilitate analysis. For example, Daghsen et al. [26] transform
AUTOSAR timing models into classical scheduling models on which timing analysis was performed. The approach
was applied to an industrial steering-by-wire system. Focusing only on timing analysis, the transformation reported did
not include details of the tools and languages used to implement the transformation, the challenges encountered, the target metamodel, or how the mapping between the source and
target metamodels was obtained. Similarly, Anssi et al. [4]
transformed an AUTOSAR scheduling analysis model into
its corresponding MAST model to perform timing analysis
using the MAST scheduling tool. The approach was applied
to a cruise control system. Focusing only on timing analysis, the study only described the mapping required between
AUTOSAR scheduling analysis models and MAST models,
but no further details were given about the development of
the transformation.
Transformations have also been used in industry for model
management tasks, e.g., consistency checking between related
models. Giese et al. [36] proposed using triple graph grammars to maintain consistency and synchronization between
system engineering models in SysML and software engineering models in AUTOSAR. Salay et al. [66] used macromodels for managing related models in the automotive industry. Macromodels represent related models with their relationships captured as formal mappings and constraints. A
case study was conducted on the flow diagrams representing
an industrial, vehicle product line subsystem. The authors
demonstrated how the used macromodels helped uncover
inconsistencies and incompleteness of some of the defined
models.
Similar to our study, transformations have also been used
in other studies for migration in an industrial context. Fleurey
et al. [33] demonstrated how the Sodifrance company has
been using several model-driven engineering tasks (i.e., automated analysis of code, reverse engineering, model transformations, and code generation) for migration projects using
a tool developed in-house called Model-In-Action (MIA). A
case study was conducted and MIA was used to migrate a
large-scale banking system. Since migration was performed
by a competitive company, no details were provided on the
development of the transformations used for migration (i.e.,
specific tools and languages used to build the transformations, the mapping rules that must be realized by the transformation, and transformation implementation details). Similarly, Doyle et al. [27] used model transformations to migrate
a sample of legacy domain-specific models (DSMs) to UML
models (or other MOF-compliant models) at a financial services company, Fortis. Since an MOF-based source metamodel of the DSMs was not available, a considerable part of
the study was dedicated to demonstrating how such a metamodel is derived and how new models conforming to the
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derived metamodel can be built automatically to reflect the
information that was present in the original DSMs. Thus, no
details about the development of the migration transformation were provided.
Model transformations have also been used in an industrial
context for several other purposes. Biehl and Törngren [15]
modeled design decisions using transformations to overcome
the knowledge vaporization problem, i.e., the loss of knowledge inherent in design decisions. A case study was conducted on an automotive brake-by-wire system using ATL
and Tiger EMF for representing design decisions. Based on
the case study, the approach was found to be feasible although
no detailed results were given. Ali et al. [1] used a series of
transformations to automate test case generation in modelbased testing. Two industrial case studies were conducted
on a multi-media conferencing system and a safety monitoring component in a safety-critical control system. Hemel and
Kats [40] used model transformations for code generation,
i.e., input models are transformed into a model of the target
program to enable seamless extension of the target language
with additional features by extending the output models of
the target program. A case study was conducted where the
approach was used to implement WebDSL, a domain-specific
language for building web applications. The approach was
found to have several advantages, e.g., ensuring syntactical
correctness of the output model representing the target program and facilitating further transformations on the output
model representing the target program.
6.2 Validating model transformations in industry
In general, black-box testing can be based on metamodel
coverage or contract coverage [69], i.e., the test suite generated to test the transformation of interest aims to achieve
coverage of the source metamodel elements or the transformation contracts. For black-box testing based on metamodel
coverage, several studies proposed test adequacy criteria for
different metamodels such as the metamodels of class diagrams [3,32,34] and state charts [59,77]. However, very few
studies have evaluated the efficiency of the different adequacy criteria [53]. Fewer studies investigated black-box testing based on contract coverage [9,10]. Selim et al. reviewed
the state of the art in model transformation testing [69] and
other techniques for analyzing and validating model transformations such as formal verification techniques [68].
From the case studies discussed in Sect. 6.2, only a
few investigated validating the correctness of their transformation. Fleurey et al. [33] briefly mentioned that the
migration was evaluated using a non-regression testing
process in which customers were responsible for providing the test cases. Although their tool (i.e., MIA) automates several steps, migration of their subject banking system took 3,500 days of work (i.e., 45 % of the project’s

cost) since a non-trivial fragment of the migration was
performed manually. Details about the testing carried out
were not discussed (i.e., criteria used for test case generation, the number of generated test cases, and the results
of testing). Giese et al. [36] manually invoked OCL constraint checks to validate that the models manipulated
by their transformation preserved well-formedness constraints.
Some studies evaluated their work in terms of other measures, e.g., execution time and size of the output models.
Doyle et al. [27] evaluated their migration transformation in
terms of the size of the generated models and the execution
time of the migration. Ali et al. [1] assessed their transformation in terms of the execution time only. The study concluded
that improving the efficiency of the approach is necessary
since executing the transformations took almost 6 h for their
second case study.
The rest of the transformations were not evaluated at all.
The case studies conducted by Daghsen et al. [26] and Anssi
et al. [4] did not discuss validation of their transformation;
they only focused on validating the schedulability of the
transformation’s output. The macro models developed by
Salay et al. [66] were used for model management but the
study did not verify that the built macromodels capture the
intended relations between the different models. Biehl and
Törngren [15] and Hemel and Kats [40] discussed the advantages and feasibility of their approaches without discussing
the validation of their subject transformations.
The difference between our study and surveyed studies
Our study differs from other studies reported in the literature
in three major aspects. First, to the best of our knowledge, no
other case study was conducted to migrate legacy models in
the automotive industry which is a significant gap in the literature given the conversion of many original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) to using AUTOSAR. Our transformation
migrates GM legacy models to their equivalent AUTOSAR
models. The two metamodels manipulated in our study are
industrial metamodels, which allow us to draw more realistic conclusions with regard to the practicality of adopting
transformations in industry.
Second, although other studies investigated using transformations for migration in other industries (e.g., [27,33]),
our study considered in detail the entire transformation development process, from tool and language selection to transformation creation and validation.
Third, to the best of our knowledge, no other industrial
case study discussed using testing for validating transformations. Fleurey et al. [33] briefly mentioned that non-regression
testing was used to validate their migration transformation but the study did not discuss details of the testing
process (i.e., criteria used for test case generation, the number of generated test cases, and the results of testing). We
used a black-box testing tool (i.e., MMCC) to validate our
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transformation, we discussed the test case generation criterion used and we reported on the testing results.

7 Conclusion and future work
In this study, we present a solution to migrating legacy VCS
design models using model transformations in the automotive industry. The study has two major goals: (1) exploring the practicality of using model transformations in an
industrial context to map between industrial metamodels
and (2) benefitting GM by supporting automated and easy
convergence to AUTOSAR. The implemented transformation converts domain-specific GM models to their equivalent
AUTOSAR models. We discussed the transformation context
in the development process, the selection of the ATL transformation language and the MDWorkbench tool for the transformation implementation, and the development and validation of the model transformation. Based on our experiences,
we discuss which tools and languages are appropriate for
implementing and validating the transformation, the challenges encountered in the study, and open issues that need
further investigation. Thus, our study can be used by other
automotive OEMs to guide them in migrating legacy models
using model transformations by demonstrating the approach
to follow, the suitable MDD tools and languages to use and
possible issues that will be encountered and their solutions.
Further, the approach we used to map between subsets of
the two metamodels can be reused to extend the transformation to the full scope of the metamodels. In other words,
we will need to consult domain experts to craft the transformation rules required to map between the full scope of
the two metamodels (as described in Sect. 4.3), implement
those rules following our iterative and incremental development approach (as described in Sects. 4.3 and 4.4), and test
the transformation using the MMCC tool (as described in
Sect. 4.5).
Since we demonstrated the effectiveness of our approach
for migrating a subset of the GM metamodel to its AUTOSAR
equivalent, engineers at GM expressed their interest in
extending the transformation to the full scope of the GM
metamodel. Thus, future work includes extending the transformation and updating the actual GM models to conform to
the GM metamodel, so that the transformation can be used in
practice for migrating GM models. While our current transformation covers a substantial subset of the two metamodels that represent the deployment problem, several obstacles
might be introduced in such an extension:

1. We expect that significant time and effort will be spent
in understanding the remainder of the two metamodels
from domain experts.
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2. The transformation’s complexity will probably increase
as more mappings are added. Thus, updating the transformation to make it comprehensible might be necessary (e.g., using more declarative constructs that are more
intuitive and readable)
3. As more mappings are added, the transformation may
need to be refactored to make generated output elements
easily accessible to the added rules and helpers.
Work on validating the transformation can be extended in
two directions. First, several steps in the testing process can
be automated, e.g., the generation of a test suite, using mutation analysis [56] for test suite assessment, the execution of
the model transformation on the test suite, and the evaluation of the output models generated by the model transformation. White-box testing (e.g., [50]) can also be used for
validation. Second, formal model transformation verification
techniques [68] can be investigated for verifying the transformation.
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